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1 Two cyclists P and Q travel along a straight road ABC, starting simultaneously at A and arriving
simultaneously at C. Both cyclists pass through B 400 s after leaving A. Cyclist P starts with speed
3ms−1 and increases this speed with constant acceleration 0.005ms−2 until he reaches B.

(i) Show that the distance AB is 1600m and find P’s speed at B. [3]

Cyclist Q travels from A to B with speed vms−1 at time t seconds after leaving A, where

v = 0.04t − 0.0001t2 + k,

and k is a constant.

(ii) Find the value of k and the maximum speed of Q before he has reached B. [6]

Cyclist P travels from B to C, a distance of 1400m, at the speed he had reached at B. Cyclist Q

travels from B to C with constant acceleration ams−2.

(iii) Find the time taken for the cyclists to travel from B to C and find the value of a. [4]

2 A and B are two points which are 10m apart on the same horizontal plane. A particle P starts to move
from rest at A, directly towards B, with constant acceleration 0.5m s−2. Another particle Q is moving
directly towards A with constant speed 0.75ms−1, and passes through B at the instant that P starts to
move. At time T s after this instant, particles P and Q collide. Find

[4](i) the value of T,

(ii) the speed of P immediately before the collision. [1]
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4 A small ball of mass 0.4 kg is released from rest at a point 5 m above horizontal ground. At the instant

the ball hits the ground it loses 12.8 J of kinetic energy and starts to move upwards.

(i) Show that the greatest height above the ground that the ball reaches after hitting the ground

is 1.8 m. [4]

(ii) Find the time taken for the ball’s motion from its release until reaching this greatest height. [3]
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